Install LED Pod Lights on a Off-Road Truck

Jeep

This is an installation guide on how to install our iJDMTOY Dually Flush Mount LED Pod Lights on your Truck, ATV, or Jeep.

Written By: Eric Wu
INTRODUCTION

This iJDMTOY LED Pod Light installation is perfect for those looking to stand out from the rest. Instead of a kit that is mounted on a certain way, this gives you the freedom of where you want to mount your LED lights. Super bright and looks great on anything you put it on.

TOOLS:
- Angle Grinder (1)
- Drill (1)

PARTS:
- iJDMTOY LED Pod Light for Truck SUV Off Road (1)
Step 1 — LED Pod Light

First, tape over the area you want your new LED pod lights to sit and get the outer brackets and draw where you need to cut.

Step 2

- Now cut out the hole with an angle grinder.
- Then, take a drill and cut the holes for the LED pod lights to screw on.
This LED pod light kit for truck installation is straight forward and will transform your vehicle into a one of a kind machine. Not only is it super bright but also looks great!

**Step 3**

- Insert in your new LED Pod Lights and screw it in tightly to your truck.

**Step 4**

- For wiring, it depends on what you want the functionality to be.
- For example, for reverse lights, tap the wires to existing reverse lamp positive and negative.

This LED pod light kit for truck installation is straight forward and will transform your vehicle into a one of a kind machine. Not only is it super bright but also looks great!